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Book Discussion and Activities 

 
 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Ivan is called many things by onlookers, but he says he is “only Ivan” and humans waste 

words. Do you think this is true, that people waste words? Why or why not? 
 

2. Many animals live in traveling carnivals. Ivan lives in a mall. Do you think it is better for 
animals to be moving from place to place or to be in a permanent location? 
 

3. Ivan enjoys westerns where he can tell good guys from bad guys. Why does he say real 
life isn’t like westerns? Do you agree or disagree? 
 

4. Ivan considers himself an artist like Julia. How do you think Julia helps Ivan in the mall? 
How do Stella and Bob help him? 
 

5. According to Stella, “a good zoo is how humans make amends.” What do you think this 
means? Do you agree? 
 

6. Ruby tells Ivan and Bob the story about humans who rescued her, but they don’t believe 
her. Why do you think Ivan and Bob do not trust people? What would it take for them to 
learn to trust? 
 

7. Baby gorillas aren’t named right away. Why are gorilla names important? Are you named 
after someone or is there a story about how you were  named? 
 

8. Would Ivan’s parents have approved of his life with Mack and Helen? 
 

9. Ivan calls his cage a domain. After Ruby hits Mack, Ivan calls his cage a cage. Why do 

 



you think he no longer sees it as his home? What changed his mind?  
 

10. How does Ivan keep his promise to Stella about protecting Ruby? What else could he 
have done to save her? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Extension Activities: 
 

 
1. Read the picture book, Ivan: The Remarkable True Story of the Shopping Mall Gorilla by 

Katherine Applegate. 
 

2. View footage of Ivan in the Zoo in Atlanta. https://zooatlanta.org/animal-legend/ivan/ 
 

3. Research gorillas. Describe their natural habitat? How is the world gorilla population? 
Are there things we can be doing to help gorillas? www.gorillas.org 
 

4. Ivan enjoyed fingerpainting. Get some paper and paint and make some art using your 
fingers.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Discussion questions and activities from: 
http://www.theoneandonlyivan.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/RG-9780061992254.pdf 
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